Introduction {#s1}
============

Influenza A evolves over time, escaping the immunity of human host populations [@pcbi.1002741-Wilson1]. As a result, individuals are exposed to a range of different strains over a lifetime, and different age groups have varying levels of antibodies to particular strains, depending on which viruses they have seen. Several serological studies during the 2009 influenza pandemic also considered recent seasonal H1N1 and H3N2 strains, with haemagglutination-inhibition (HI) titres given for different age groups. Across a number of countries, the data all follow a distinct pattern [@pcbi.1002741-Gilbert1], [@pcbi.1002741-Ikonen1], [@pcbi.1002741-Johnson1], [@pcbi.1002741-Mak1], [@pcbi.1002741-Skowronski1], [@pcbi.1002741-Tandale1], [@pcbi.1002741-Zimmer1]: a high proportion of individuals are seropositive (HI titre\>40) in adolescence, followed by a clear decrease in seropositivity between adolescence and age 60--65, before a rise in the older ages.

Heterogeneity between age groups has been much studied in an epidemiological context [@pcbi.1002741-Grenfell1], [@pcbi.1002741-Anderson1], and recent work used serological data for varicella and parvovirus to infer transmission rates between age groups [@pcbi.1002741-Melegaro1]. However, despite the increasingly availability of social contact data [@pcbi.1002741-Conlan1], [@pcbi.1002741-Mossong1], it has previously been difficult to compare mathematical model outputs with data from serological studies for seasonal influenza: the proliferation of variables required as the number of strains in the model increases makes it technically challenging to look at the long term impact of different assumptions.

Progress has recently been made by introducing age structure to a multi-strain model, allowing the effect of influenza dynamics on population immunity to be examined in more detail [@pcbi.1002741-Kucharski1]. Here, an extended version of this model is used to examine the possible causes of the unusual age distribution of seropositivity to seasonal influenza A in humans. A number of candidate factors are included: basic reproductive ratio (); heterogeneous mixing between age classes; cross-immunity between strains; vaccination effectiveness. We also consider 'original antigenic sin' (OAS) [@pcbi.1002741-Francis1], a theory that suggests that previous infection dominates subsequent immune responses: rather than develop antibodies to every new epitope that is encountered, if strains are antigenically similar, the immune system may reuse antibodies previously raised against the epitopes of an old strain, instead of developing immunity to the novel ones.

A simulation-based maximum-likelihood analysis is used to quantitatively compare the consequences of different assumptions with serological data from Australia [@pcbi.1002741-Gilbert1] and Finland [@pcbi.1002741-Ikonen1]. The data are compared with the degree of immunity calculated in the model by imposing the assumption that individuals with HI titre \>40 are immune, and do not transmit infection. Although the precise relationship between the two is unclear, it has previously been shown that an HI titre \>40 correlates with protection [@pcbi.1002741-Hobson1], [@pcbi.1002741-Potter1].

This framework is used to assess the contribution of the different candidate factors. In particular, we see that if mixing follows physical interactions seen in social contact data and OAS is included in the model, it is possible to recreate the patterns seen in these serological studies.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Data {#s2a}
----

We selected two serological studies that tested age cohorts at a detailed resolution, with samples taken from specimens submitted for diagnostic testing in Finland in 2004/5 [@pcbi.1002741-Ikonen1] and Australia after the first pandemic wave in 2009 [@pcbi.1002741-Gilbert1]. Both studies tested for an HI titre \>40, defined as seropositive, against seasonal H1N1 and H3N2 strains. As well as testing a range of subtypes and strains in a number of age groups, these studies took place in populations with similar demography and vaccination programmes.

Mathematical Model {#s2b}
------------------

We use a seasonal model of influenza [@pcbi.1002741-Andreasen1], in which the processes of disease transmission and antigenic evolution are separated by considering each annual epidemic individually, with mutation occurring between seasons. We assume that a single influenza strain circulates during each epidemic, and epidemics do not overlap. This appears to be a reasonable model for temperate regions, which are annually 'seeded' with influenza after low levels of prevalence over the summer [@pcbi.1002741-Boni1], [@pcbi.1002741-Rambaut1], [@pcbi.1002741-Russell1], and which have low diversity of strains during epidemics [@pcbi.1002741-Lavenu1], [@pcbi.1002741-Nelson1]. Our simulated sequence of epidemics begins in 1968 for H3N2 strains, and 1977 for H1N1, up to the HI assay test year (assumed to be 2005 and 2009 for Finland and Australia respectively). It is assumed that there is no interaction between influenza subtypes, and that both H1N1 and H3N2 circulate each year.

We define cross-immunity between strains in one of two ways. The first assumes that a fixed amount of antigenic change occurs each year. Strains are numbered by the year in which they appeared, increasingly sequentially, with cross-immunity decaying exponentially between years [@pcbi.1002741-Ikonen1], [@pcbi.1002741-Zimmer1]. We define to be the probability an individual will transmit a challenge strain , given previous exposure to strains in a set of strains , and assume that the immune response is dictated by the strain in most antigenically similar to the new strain. Hence for strains that circulated years apart,where and are parameters to be fitted.

The second definition of cross-immunity is based on the observation that large antigenic changes happens every few years [@pcbi.1002741-Smith1], [@pcbi.1002741-Anker1], [@pcbi.1002741-World1]. Rather than strains changing each year, we assume that strains are collected into clusters that are of temporal size similar to those that actually circulated ([Table S1](#pcbi.1002741.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We assume that strains give partial cross-immunity to other strains in the same cluster, and cross-immunity decays exponentially between clusters. Hence [Equation 1](#pcbi.1002741.e007){ref-type="disp-formula"} remains the same, but and now index the cluster number instead of strain year. denotes the set of clusters previously seen, and the decay in cross-immunity is dictated by the distance between clusters, .

It is assumed that original antigenic sin is generated by the first infection of a lifetime [@pcbi.1002741-Kucharski1]. Suppose is the first strain (or cluster) seen, and the individual is subsequently exposed to strain (or cluster) . We assume that if , immunity to prevents the gain of any new immunity as a result of exposure to . The parameter can be thought of as the 'reach' of OAS: if , every infection will result in new immunity; if , any degree of cross-immunity will lead to the existing response being reused.

Age-dependent Mixing {#s2c}
--------------------

To incorporate age-dependent mixing, we assume four age classes: infants (0--4); school children (5--14); younger adults (15--49); older adults (50--99). Age-dependent mixing is derived from the European POLYMOD survey in Finland [@pcbi.1002741-Mossong1], which includes data on both physical and conversational contacts, and previous theoretical results [@pcbi.1002741-Kucharski1], [@pcbi.1002741-Andreasen2] are extended to calculate the proportion of individuals that have been infected in each season (details given in [Text S1](#pcbi.1002741.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At the start of a new season, these values are used to calculate the proportion of the population who are aged and would have the potential to transmit if they acquired infection. We denote this value by , which can also be thought of the proportion who have no cross-immunity to the current strain.

Demography and Vaccination {#s2d}
--------------------------

In Australia and Finland, the equilibrium age distribution of the population, , is relatively flat up to age 60, then decreases approximately linearly, reaching zero at around age 100 [@pcbi.1002741-Australian1], [@pcbi.1002741-Official1]. We therefore use a simple piecewise age distribution in the model ([Figure S1](#pcbi.1002741.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with births, deaths and ageing occurring between each annual epidemic. Influenza vaccines are routinely offered to individuals over 65; we assume coverage is 50% in Finland [@pcbi.1002741-Blank1] and 60% in Australia [@pcbi.1002741-Gill1] and that vaccination effectiveness is . This is implemented by reducing by a factor or for at the start of each season.

Model Fitting {#s2e}
-------------

We assume that an HI titre \>40 is protective. Let be number of individuals tested and be number of seropositive individuals in each age cohort. The parameter set we fit iswith definitions, and prior assumptions, given in [Table 1](#pcbi-1002741-t001){ref-type="table"}. Given a set of parameters, the model prediction for immunity in age cohort -- the probability that a person sampled uniformly from that cohort will not transmit disease upon infection -- is given bywhere denote the age boundaries of cohort . We can therefore calculate the likelihood of observing seropositive individuals in a sample of size using a binomial probability mass function,which gives a log-likelihood ofParameter inference is done via the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, a Markov chain Monte Carlo method [@pcbi.1002741-Gilks1].

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002741.t001

###### Parameters fitted.

![](pcbi.1002741.t001){#pcbi-1002741-t001-1}

  Parameter                 Description                 Prior
  ----------- ---------------------------------------- -------
                            reach of OAS               
                     of subtype H1N1 in Finland        
                     of subtype H3N2 in Finland        
                    of subtype H1N1 in Australia       
                    of subtype H3N2 in Australia       
                  cross-immunity decay, , for H1N1     
                  cross-immunity decay, , for H3N2     
                 cross-immunity parameter for H1N1     
                 cross-immunity parameter for H3N2     
               vaccination effectiveness against H1N1  
               vaccination effectiveness against H3N2  

Results {#s3}
=======

Using this framework, we tested combinations of three different assumptions: 1) transmission derived from physical contacts or conversational contacts in the POLYMOD survey [@pcbi.1002741-Mossong1]; 2) clusters of strains or fixed amount of antigenic change each year; 3) OAS or no OAS. The eight possible models were compared using the AIC, corrected to avoid overfitting [@pcbi.1002741-Burnham1]. [Table 2](#pcbi-1002741-t002){ref-type="table"} shows that the model with physical contacts, OAS and clusters gave the best fit according to the AIC. In addition, the values of , which give the difference in AIC compared to the best fitting model, suggest that models with transmission based on conversational contact data [@pcbi.1002741-Mossong1] all have less support under the AIC than those based on physical contacts. [Figure 1](#pcbi-1002741-g001){ref-type="fig"} compares the six sets of data with the maximum likelihood fit of model 1, which best explained the data. The model captures the general shape of five of the data sets, in particular the drop in seropositivity after adolescence, but does not fit as well to the Australian data for H3N2/Brisbane/07 ([Figure 1F](#pcbi-1002741-g001){ref-type="fig"}); the substantial drop in immunity after childhood does not occur in the model.

![Comparison of model to data for Australia [@pcbi.1002741-Gilbert1] and Finland [@pcbi.1002741-Ikonen1].\
Grey bars indicate observed seropositivity (proportion with HI titre \>40) in each age cohort, with binomial confidence intervals given by black error bars. Blue lines show the age profile of immunity predicted by the best fitting model. The test year is 2005 for Finland and 2009 for Australia. A, proportion seropositive to H1N1/01 (New Cal./99-like strain) in Finland; B, H1N1/New Caledonia/99 in Australia; C, H1N1/Brisbane/07 in Australia; D, H3N2/00 (Panama/99-like) in Finland; E, H3N2/Wisconsin/05 in Australia; F, H3N2/Brisbane/07 in Australia.](pcbi.1002741.g001){#pcbi-1002741-g001}

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002741.t002

###### Comparison of different models.

![](pcbi.1002741.t002){#pcbi-1002741-t002-2}

  Model                 Mixing                 Antigenic change   OAS   Parameters          
  ------- ----------------------------------- ------------------ ----- ------------ ------- -------
  1        [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}       clusters       yes       11       505.9     0
  2                      phys.                     clusters       no        10       515.1    9.2
  3                      phys.                      yearly        yes       11       535.5   29.6
  4                      phys.                      yearly        no        10       533.8   27.9
  5        [†](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}        clusters       yes       11       547.5   41.6
  6                      conv.                     clusters       no        10       622.5   116.6
  7                      conv.                      yearly        yes       11       641.5   135.6
  8                      conv.                      yearly        no        10       642.9   137.0

Mixing based on physical contacts from POLYMOD survey [@pcbi.1002741-Mossong1].

Mixing based on conversational contacts from POLYMOD survey [@pcbi.1002741-Mossong1].

The decrease in seropositivity between the second and third age cohort is present in all datasets except [Figure 1E](#pcbi-1002741-g001){ref-type="fig"}. We propose that this is caused by the changing influence of OAS with age, as shown schematically in [Figure 2](#pcbi-1002741-g002){ref-type="fig"}. In the youngest age groups immunity gathers with infection: each exposure leads to an increased antibody repertoire. At the population level, this causes an increase in seropositivity with age. However, once a large proportion of individuals have been infected with at least one strain, OAS starts to have an effect, with subsequent infections re-stimulating existing antibodies rather than novel ones. The virus is still evolving, however, so the effective immunity to a new strain decreases with age until the virus is sufficiently different for the immune response to escape the effect of OAS, enabling an increase in immunity in older age groups. The maximum likelihood point estimate for the reach of OAS, , was 0.93. This implies that OAS can occur even if there is only a small degree of cross-reaction between strains, and that the preferential utilization of childhood immunity continues well into adult life. Based on our estimates for and ([Table S2](#pcbi.1002741.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and assuming cluster change every 4 years on average for H1N1 and 3 years for H3N2 ([Table S1](#pcbi.1002741.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the temporal reach of OAS in the model ranges from 22--47 years.

![Schematic diagram of proposed mechanism behind the age profile of immunity.\
Individuals go through four different states as they age: 1) little prior immunity, so seropositivity increases with age and infection, as in a Poisson process; 2) hosts have memory B cells from previous exposures, so novel antibodies to circulating strain are less likely to be made and immunity drops as the strain evolves; 3) the virus has evolved out of the 'reach' of OAS, enabling new antibodies to be generated; 4) freedom from OAS, along with vaccination in the elderly, leads to an increase in seropositivity.](pcbi.1002741.g002){#pcbi-1002741-g002}

For individuals who have seen at least two strains, the parameter estimates from model 1 suggest that, on average, the time between seeing the first and second strain is 6.0 years (details in [Text S1](#pcbi.1002741.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The overall average time between infections for each age class is given in [Figure S2](#pcbi.1002741.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, with children seeing infection more often than older age groups.

[Figure 3](#pcbi-1002741-g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the estimated degree of cross-immunity between clusters of strains, based on estimates in [Table S2](#pcbi.1002741.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Both subtypes have a similar decay over time, but the best fitting model suggests that H3N2 generates a noticeably higher degree of cross-immunity than H1N1; this parameter fit is a result of the large proportion of individuals seropositive to H3N2 in Finland ([Figure 1D](#pcbi-1002741-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Estimated cross-immunity between clusters of strains.\
For two clusters of strains and , the level of cross-immunity is given by . Green line, H1N1; blue line, H3N2.](pcbi.1002741.g003){#pcbi-1002741-g003}

The estimates for and are shown in [Table 3](#pcbi-1002741-t003){ref-type="table"}, with 95% confidence intervals in brackets (see [Text S1](#pcbi.1002741.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details); these are slightly lower than previous estimates for , based on observed epidemic data [@pcbi.1002741-Chowell1], [@pcbi.1002741-Gran1]. Note that data from Norway and France are shown for comparison, as published estimates for Finland could not be found.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002741.t003

###### Estimated and for different regions and subtypes.

![](pcbi.1002741.t003){#pcbi-1002741-t003-3}

  Country      Subtype       estimate            estimate              in empirical studies
  ----------- --------- ------------------- ------------------- -----------------------------------
  Finland       H1N1     1.24 (1.19--1.30)   1.06 (1.03--1.22)   [\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}
                H3N2     2.15 (2.03--2.28)   1.04 (0.54--2.06)   [\*](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}
               Either                                            [†](#nt105){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Australia     H1N1     1.40 (1.33--1.50)   1.15 (1.08--1.37)  
                H3N2     1.11 (1.09--1.13)   1.00 (0.91--1.02)  
               Either                                            [‡](#nt106){ref-type="table-fn"}

Model estimates of expected value are shown, with confidence interval in parentheses. Values of calculated in empirical studies are provided for comparison. 'Either' means that subtype was not specified.

Data from Norway [@pcbi.1002741-Gran1].

Data from France [@pcbi.1002741-Chowell1].

Data from Australia [@pcbi.1002741-Chowell1].

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Using a multiple strain epidemic model, we have examined the age profile of immunity seen in serological data for seasonal influenza A in humans. Of the models considered, we have shown that the patterns observed in these studies can be best explained with a model which includes transmission based on physical contacts, antigenic clusters and original antigenic sin.

Although the model reproduces the general shape of much of the data, it does not fit as well to the Australian data for H3N2/Brisbane/07 ([Figure 1F](#pcbi-1002741-g001){ref-type="fig"}): there is a substantial drop in immunity after childhood that is not captured. This could be owing to a combination of factors. Some of these would be inconsistent with the other data, such as a higher rate of evolution (i.e. larger ) in Australia than in Finland. Others, such as a specific feedback over time between and virus evolution, would require numerous extra parameters, reducing the parsimony of the model. There may also be a discrepancy between the proportion of individuals with HI titre \>40 and the true level of population immunity [@pcbi.1002741-Hobson1], [@pcbi.1002741-Potter1], whereas we have assumed that individuals who are seropositive do not transmit infection. Microneutralisation assays provide a more sensitive and more specific method of measuring immune response than HI assays [@pcbi.1002741-Grund1], however a correlate of protection has not yet been established for such tests [@pcbi.1002741-Miller1]. The relationship may also be further complicated if in reality immunity offers clinical, but not transmission-blocking protection. A discrepancy between seropositivity and immunity may explain the difference in level of cross-protection between H1N1 and H3N2 strains in [Figure 3](#pcbi-1002741-g003){ref-type="fig"}.

Our results, which reproduce the decline in seropositivity between adolescence and middle age, are consistent with OAS occurring in combination with antigenic change in the virus. The effect is illustrated by level of immunity to H1N1/New Caledonia/99 ([Figure 1B](#pcbi-1002741-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Vaccine updates [@pcbi.1002741-Anker1], [@pcbi.1002741-World1] indicate that this strain was in a cluster that circulated until around 2006. However, in 2009 school children had the highest level of immunity to this virus, even though young adults would have been in the high-transmission school environment when this strain originally appeared in 1999. The first infection of a young adult would likely have been with a pre-1999 strain, though, so original antigenic sin could have subsequently inhibited the creation of specific immunity against New Caledonia/99 during these individuals\' school years. This would not have been an issue for children born post-1999.

The maximum likelihood estimate for the reach of OAS, , in the best-fitting model was 0.93. This suggests that childhood immunity dominates even if there is only a small degree of cross-immunity between strains. If antigenic evolution occurs at the rate suggested by the decay in [Figure 3](#pcbi-1002741-g003){ref-type="fig"}, this would mean that OAS still influences immunity several decades into an individual\'s life. OAS is likely caused by competition between existing memory B cells and naive ones for antigen [@pcbi.1002741-Kim1], [@pcbi.1002741-Lambert1]. The estimate for therefore suggests that even if persisting antibodies to the first strain seen have limited effectiveness against the epitopes of the current virus, they still prevent the activation of naive B cells, which would produce more effective antibodies [@pcbi.1002741-Lambert1]. If antigenic sin can recur, with memory B cells formed later in life also outcompeting naive ones, then a smaller reach would be required to generate a drop in immunity in middle age groups [@pcbi.1002741-Kucharski1]. The increase in immunity in the elderly ([Figure 2](#pcbi-1002741-g002){ref-type="fig"}) would no longer be observed either; as subsequent strains could also induce antigenic sin, there would no longer be an age at which individuals could 'escape' its effects. Further studies into OAS could help address this issue. By examining the within-host interaction between B cells that likely generates antigenic sin, it would become clearer whether our simple version of OAS is sufficient in models of population immunity, or if a more detailed set of assumptions -- such as the recently proposed 'antigenic seniority' hypothesis [@pcbi.1002741-Lessler1] -- is required.

If antigenic sin could recur, it would also have implications for the inference of vaccination effectiveness, . Using model 1, which assumes OAS, we estimated to be 6% for H1N1 and 24% for H3N2. A meta-analysis of empirical work into vaccine effectiveness [@pcbi.1002741-Vu1] suggested vaccination reduced ILI by 35% (95% confidence interval 19--47%), and a review of vaccine efficacy [@pcbi.1002741-Goodwin1] suggested a value of 17--53% for clinical efficacy in the elderly. Our estimates are low compared to these values. However, in our model is defined as the additional reduction of transmission provided by vaccination, so its inferred value depends on the level of existing immunity in the elderly; if antigenic sin could recur, then the elderly would gain less natural immunity [@pcbi.1002741-Kucharski1], and so we would expect the fitted value of to increase.

Vaccination is implemented by removing a fixed proportion of the elderly from the compartment at the start of each season. Cross-protection can therefore be considered by interpreting as the protection conferred from that season\'s vaccine as well as cross-immunity from previous years\' campaigns. As a result, we would not expect the introduction of explicitly cross-protective vaccine (i.e. one that also removed individuals from future compartments) to substantially change our results, other than the estimate for . Interestingly, an increase in seroprevalence in older age groups has also been observed in populations with few vaccinated individuals [@pcbi.1002741-Lessler2], which suggests it may not be vaccination alone that is responsible for the rise in the elderly outlined in [Figure 2](#pcbi-1002741-g002){ref-type="fig"}.

The estimates for the effective reproductive ratio, , given in [Table 3](#pcbi-1002741-t003){ref-type="table"} are lower than estimates obtained in epidemiological studies. However, it is worth noting that the real-life estimates for France and Australia [@pcbi.1002741-Chowell1] did not include mild epidemics, whereas here is estimated from values of calculated for each year. As such, confidence intervals for can extend below one if epidemics do not occur in every year of the simulations, as happens for H3N2. The estimates in [Table 3](#pcbi-1002741-t003){ref-type="table"} also suggest that there may not always be an easily discernible relationship between , which can be estimated from data [@pcbi.1002741-Chowell1], [@pcbi.1002741-Gran1], and , which often cannot. H3N2 in Finland has the largest fitted , yet a high transmission rate results in a large degree of immunity, reducing .

Several assumptions have been made in the model presented here. We assume that immunity reduces transmission, rather than susceptibility: antibodies from past exposures do not prevent an individual from acquiring new infections -- and adding these strains to their infection history -- but they may prevent that person from transmitting the infection to others. Whereas a simple mechanism is used to represent OAS in the model, in reality factors such as cross-reaction, OAS and are likely to be subject to additional variation -- both within-host [@pcbi.1002741-Kim1] and at the environment level [@pcbi.1002741-Truscott1] -- that is not included in the framework we have outlined here. In addition, transmission rates between age groups were based on age mixing data from the POLYMOD survey [@pcbi.1002741-Mossong1]. It has previously been shown that a model based on physical contacts from POLYMOD fits well to serological data for varicella and parvovirus [@pcbi.1002741-Melegaro1], and our results suggest the same for influenza: it appears that transmission based on physical contacts captures influenza dynamics better than that based on conversational interactions. When conversational contact data is used in the model, much transmission occurs amongst the eldest two age classes; with physical contact data this bias is smaller, with more transmission to and from the younger classes. Further research into the role of school children [@pcbi.1002741-Conlan1] -- who display a large amount of immunity relative to other age groups -- in transmission might provide the detail required to better understand why physical contacts appear to be more relevant than conversational ones. Finally, we have only fitted the model to data from two studies: if more data on seropositivity to seasonal strains were to become available it might help elucidate some of the above issues. It may also improve our understanding of seasonal epidemics; although the effect of the immune structure of a population on an outbreak is well documented for pandemics [@pcbi.1002741-Miller1], [@pcbi.1002741-Reichert1], it has been suggested that previous infections can have counter-intuitive implications for epidemic dynamics, with OAS leading to 'blind spots' in immunity [@pcbi.1002741-Kucharski1].

To our knowledge, this is the first time a high-dimensional model of disease strains has been quantitatively compared with serological data for seasonal influenza. As well as highlighting the role played by age-dependent mixing and original antigenic sin, our work suggests that there may be an additional mechanism involved in shaping population immunity still to be identified. Further empirical studies into the immune structure of a population, interfaced with strain models such as the one presented here, are therefore essential if we are to fully understand how individuals build immunity to diseases like influenza.
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###### 

**Distribution of population with age.** Red, data from Finland [@pcbi.1002741-Official1]; blue, data from Australia [@pcbi.1002741-Australian1]; black, in model.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Estimated average time between infections for each country and subtype.** Calculated as the median of the values in [Table S3](#pcbi.1002741.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for H1N1 and H3N2 in Finland, and H1N1 in Australia.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Convergence plots for the four** **parameters in model 1.** The black lines give the maximum likelihood point estimate, .
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Sliced likelihood plots for the four** **parameters in model 1.** Points represent , with the solid line at and confidence intervals given by dashed lines.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Assumed dates of appearance of new clusters.**
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Parameter estimates obtained in the eight models.**
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Estimated average time between infections in years, by age class.**
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Provides details of model derivation, discussion of estimates for time between infections, and diagnostic tests for the inference framework.**

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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